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Abstract
Virtual machines (VMs) have been used for some time now, but only now with the newer and
faster hardware that is being developed, now it is possible to consolidate many machines down to
a single one running multiple instances of operating systems each with their own purpose. For as
long as there have been users to use the servers, there has been the need for service level
agreements. Now with the virtualization of services comes the need for a new breed of service
level agreements.
Service level agreements (SLAs) rarely exist for virtual servers unlike physical servers.
Since this is the case, an effective SLA needs to be developed so the users of the virtual
machines can know and be guaranteed their service like they were with the physical server.
Questions such as, is it possible to take an existing service level agreement with the metrics from
a physical server and transfer it directly to the virtual server? Are there changes that need to be
made to the SLA in order for the SLA to be functional? These questions will be addressed in
this study, along with a discussion on why changes would need to be made when moving a SLA
to a virtual environment from a physical server.
It is indeed possible to take most of the preexisting service level agreement that was
written for a physical server and with modifications to metrics of CPU usage and memory
utilization use it in a virtual environment. Additional metrics need to be made to the SLA when it
is transferred to the virtual environment in order for the SLA to work effectively. These new
metrics were found, tested and shown to be necessary in a virtual environment.
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1. Introduction

In light of the current economy, companies are consolidating physical servers, using
virtual machines, to reduce energy and equipment costs. Parallels and VMware are two of the
more popular hypervisor packages available. Qualities such as ease of use among different
operating systems, and a large user-base resulting in high quality support of the software make
the aforementioned packages logistical selections when compared to lesser known products.
Selecting the type of virtualization to be used is another component of consolidating physical
servers using virtual machines (VM). Two of the more recognized styles of virtualization are
para-virtualization and full virtualization. Full virtualization will be used in this study and will be
discussed briefly later in this paper.
All software and hardware implementations in order to be properly managed and used
should be governed by an service level agreement (SLA). Physical machines have certain
metrics that are able to be accurately analyzed, and thus, are incorporated into a service level
agreement. When a server is virtualized memory usage, CPU usage, hard drive utilization are all
split among different virtual servers the integrity of the metrics that were once accurate
representations of the server’s efficiency are now compromised. This poses the question: How
are the metrics of virtual servers to be assessed, and incorporated into SLAs relevant to the
current technology? Does one look from the inside of the virtual server outward to receive
feedback from the virtual system about its usage? Would the metrics need to be examined on the
server performing the hosting functions for the virtual servers? Could the data be collected
externally, rather than internally?
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Currently for virtual servers, the problem exists that the method of collecting the metrics
that was once used is no longer reliable, and thus “by and large SLAs are not available today”
[4]. The providers of virtual products do not know what standards VMs need to meet, there is no
requirement for uptime, or realistic expectations regarding the time involved to service the VM,
should it fall below acceptable operating status. VMs are simply expected to work uninterrupted.
This is an unrealistic goal, and the creators of service level agreements now have to determine
new methods to measure performance, resulting in new standards of quality for their products. If
a server starts to respond slowly or not at all, who is to say that the level of service is
unacceptable. The previous concerns mandate the development of a virtual service level
agreement to insure that the service providers, and the users, are aware of what performance can
be expected from the hardware to which they are converting. Once a baseline has been set up for
the VM SLA it can then be adapted to meet whatever the requirements are for the specific
service that is going to be virtualized.

2. Related works

Three topics of research will be discussed, in order to achieve the ultimate goal of this
thesis. First, research that was completed in the realm of VMs, including metrics, performance,
and other components that are directly related to the creation of a VM service level agreement.
Second how the creation, and management, of SLAs for physical machines can be utilized to
create, and manage, SLAs for VMs. Third, optimizing, and monitoring, the new SLA format to
make the SLA a more useful tool for all parties involved in the contract.
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Begnum, Disney, Frisch and Mevåg, discussed three ways to look at how virtual
machines are organized in a network, which created new methods to analyze the implementation
of virtual machines. These three methods are: “server redundancy level, resource conflict matrix
and location conflict table” [1] Begnum, et al. devised these methods because they observed a
lack of “general and vendor-independent quantitative criteria/metrics” [1]. Server redundancy
level, according to the authors, is a notation of server capacity, R/S, where R is the number of
servers currently in use, and S is the number of servers that can be eliminated. This concept is
based upon the availability of space to reconfigure the VM’s for the case of, as the notation is
called, redundancy. This concept could be adapted for use in a VM service level agreement. In
order to insure the proper uptime, a good server redundancy level needs to be maintained.
Resource conflict matrix, which was another method mentioned in the paper, involves graphing
out potential conflicts in resources that the VM’s use. The basic premise indicates that the fewer
conflicts evident, the better the VM’s will perform. This matrix can determine the most efficient
way to redistribute the VM’s amongst servers, by determining where the least amount of
conflicts will occur. While this concept may be useful to the system administrator, it would not
likely be included in a SLA. The third method by which to analyze VM’s, the location conflict
table, is related to the previous resource conflict matrix. Similar to the resource conflict matrix,
the location conflict table is a graph which provides the system administrator an easier view of
resource conflicts located in the VM network. While applicable when deciding where, and how,
to reposition VM’s, it too is not necessarily an item that would be useful in a VM SLA
implementation.
The article from Computer World addresses a valid point about virtualizing, and
consolidating, servers. It states “In some cases, end users object to virtualization because they’re
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concerned that virtual machines lack the security and performance of dedicated servers”[2] The
goal when creating a SLA for VMs should be to alleviate the stress and concerns that the end
users have about the new virtualized servers. If the users have contract documents, and security,
that guarantee a certain level of performance then it will lessen most of their concerns about a
move to virtualization. With system administrators using phrases such as “I guarantee Servicelevel agreements”[2], shows the urgency for creation of new SLA’s for VM’s. Also, with
companies starting to purchase larger more powerful servers just to accommodate the future
virtualization, like SAIC, “replacing 300 physical servers with 20 servers hosting virtual
machines”[2], it is becoming imperative that a service level agreement specifically designed for a
virtual server is established.
Throughout A Performance Evaluation Methodology in Virtual Environments, the
authors propose a new metric which could be used when creating a SLA for VM’s. This further
proves the point regarding the difference in the metrics that are used to measure the performance
of VM’s and non virtualized servers. The article goes on to define the new metric as the
normalized waste rate of the CPU. The author gives the example: “Then, the utilization of (VM
host) is 50% after the consolidation, and the consolidated system (VM host) wastes only 40% of
capacity, instead of 75%”[3] This concept of waste rate is novel for system administrators, or
managers who have been creating SLA’s. When drafting a SLA to include this new metric, a
fine balance will need to be established between decreasing the waste rate of the VM host CPU,
while avoiding the point where performance is affected. The article tests server consolidation,
and measures throughput, on consolidation of two, and four servers. The data collected indicates
that an increase in systems consolidated decreases the waste rate of the CPU. This evidence
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provides another reason why the SLA’s that exist for current physical servers need to be revised
if they are to be relevant to this new generation of virtual servers.
Zhang et al. delves into the ability of VMs by studying the I/O performance of the virtual
machine. Studies like this prove a difference exists between the way a VM works versus an OS
hosted on a server. The prior statement exemplifies that current SLA’s, written for physical
machines, need to be modified in order to make them relevant for the new virtual world in which
they exist. Zhang and his colleagues, state that “OS in VM owns a more complicated storage
hierarchy, which contains the OS cache, VM cache and disk buffer.”[5] This thesis will examine
if a SLA that has been developed for physical hardware is still applicable in a virtual
environment. Portions of current SLAs are irrelevant, and this poses a problem for everyone that
relies on the SLA.
Cluster management in a virtualized server Environment [6] explains a way to increase
the performance of servers using VM. The concept of cluster management exists in the physical
world, however porting this knowledge to the virtual world is a newer idea. Park et al. presents
three concepts about virtualization, virtualizing up, virtualizing down, and virtualizing up and
down. Virtualizing up involves taking two or more servers and combining them using a VM to
create a more powerful server than either was prior. Virtualizing down is similar to server
consolidation as it takes multiple servers and places them on separate VMs, but all on the same
server. The best example of virtualizing up and down is in the article: “there are three different
physical servers available. But two applications that need to be hosted require more capacity than
one server's, but less than twice . . . using virtualizing up only, one application is overprovisioned and the other is under-provisioned, but the combination of the two types of
virtualization should provide proper provision for the requirements.”[6] Each method has their
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own place in the network, and all lead to lower server costs. Virtualizing down is currently the
most popular management style, of the three, as it decreases physical cost and energy use.
Managing the VMs is just one part of the equation though; the second half is the ability to
provide services with these managed VMs. The research being conducted will confirm the
proper protocol for VM management, thus resulting in more effective drafting of SLAs. The
Advanced Communication Technology article investigates creation and management of VM
clusters, while lacking a standardized consistency of services, as a result of virtualizing up, down
or both. The idea of being able to provide consistent service is something that is left by the
wayside.
Coordinating the elements of an SLA to provide maximum effectiveness is challenging,
however the study that was done by Bouman, Trienekens and Van der Zwan [7] clarifies the
task. The study reveals seven different lessons that were learned that can be applied to any SLA
that is being developed. The first lesson discussed was: “Decide at an early stage what the
serviced objects are, seen from the eyes of the user, and determine how this will be reflected in
the document structure of the SLA”. [7] This first lesson mentions the serviced object, which in
this case of SLAs for VMs are the individual metrics that surround the VM, its performance and
availability, as well as any special metrics that will only be applicable to a VM.
The second lesson in the article is “Try to untangle components of the needed service(s)
and focus on these parts, rather than on the whole service”. [7] This particular lesson can be
applied to the topic at hand because this type of SLA has not had much coverage. The ability to
break down the individual metrics, and look at them on a case by case basis will aid in the SLA
being well planned, accepted and followed. If the service is observed as a whole, then vital
portions of the SLA may not be covered as thoroughly. The lack of attention toward components
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creates the potential for an SLA to be designed, yet useless, and ultimately forgotten. This leads
into the third lesson; “Create a readable and easy to adapt document, by including descriptions of
taken decisions on both document structures and services.” [7] This lesson reflects the first
notion that the SLA needs to be understandable by everyone; it needs to be written in as plain of
English as possible. It needs to be understood by non-technical people, and avoiding jargon will
make a document, such as a new SLA, easier to implement than one that is written in confusing
tech-speak. These are the lessons presented in the study that were relevant to the creation of any
SLA, and subsequently relevant material to this thesis.
In the paper titled “Precise Service Level Agreements”[11], Skene, Lamanna and
Emmerich introduce a streamlined approach to precisely defining a SLA. They have created an
outline for a new language SLAng. This modeling language has the potential to revolutionize
the way that SLA’s are created, monitored and kept current. The authors differentiate
themselves from others that have attempted to design a SLA modeling language by using a
slightly different approach to the language.
First, “in contrast with other languages that focus on web services exclusively, it defines
SLA vocabulary for a spectrum of Internet services, including Application Service
Provision (ASP), Internet Service Provision (ISP), Storage Service Provision (SSP) and
component hosting.”[11] The authors of SLAng decided against verbiage that is very narrow in
scope, in liew of a broad language that could be applied by the general public. SLAng has the
potential to bridge the technological gap and use an SLA that was developed for a physical
server with a VM. The ability to make changes to the SLA, without having to completely
rewrite it, could save time and meet the needs of both the user and provider.
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Second SLAng differentiates itself from other SLA modeling languages in that it is
“derived from industrial requirements” [11]. This enhances SLAng as a useful tool when
developing a SLA, because it already understands the needs of the users and providers. The use
of SLAng could unify all SLA’s under a common language, in order to increase the
understanding of content disclosed within the SLA. Having a common language such as SLAng
would help all parties involved in the SLA, by using consistant terms throughout all SLA’s. The
end user will better understand what they are agreeing to, and the provider of the service will
receive fewer customer complaints, when the terms of the contract are clearly stated. While
SLAng is not a fully functional language at present, as stated on their website [12] it could lead
to an invaluable tool in the creation and modification of SLA’s.
Proper monitoring of the requirements in an SLA should be addressed with a customer
seeking service. The authors of “The Monitorability of Service-Level Agreements for
Application-Service Provision” [13] discuss monitoring SLA’s, whether written for a VM or a
physical server. Being able to properly monitor the requirements of the SLA is a very important
topic and is one that when creating the SLA with the customer it should be addressed. The paper
discusses a specific type of monitoring that can be put into the SLA. According to Skene et al,
“Monitorability of an SLA is classified as unmonitorable, monitorable by one party, mutually
monitorable by both parties, or arbitratable”[13]. Components in an SLA that can be classified as
unmonitorable are not desired as a component that cannot be monitored would leave the provider
unable to substantiate any claims against that specific component. Components that are
monitorable by one party are equally undesirable as unmonitorable components should a dispute
arise regarding the implementation of the SLA. Mutually monitorable, and arbitratable
components, are two successful approaches for monitoring the agreed upon conditions. The
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information presented in the paper [13] is easily applicable to any SLA which makes it
applicable regardless of the medium. Monitorability is a key element to consider when
attempting to create a new breed of SLA, particularly for a virtual server, because the rules of
what and where to monitor have changed and they need to be considered when writing this new
SLA.
Raimondi, Skene and Emmerich continute to probe options to monitor SLAs that are
covering web services. They address the topic of online, versus offline, monitoring of SLA’s.
They claim that online monitoring of an SLA is superior to that of its offline counterpart for a
variety of reasons. “Firstly, it requires the storage of possibly large volumes of data about the
service provision. Secondly, for triggering software architecture reconfigurations or resource
allocation decisions in data centres it is necessary to know about service quality violations as
soon as they happen.”[14] They determine that because of the aforementioned reasons, they will,
for the sake of that study, only be looking at online monitoring of SLA’s. It is logical to use
online monitoring of the web services, and online monitoring will be used exclusively in this
thesis as well. The authors of “Efficient online monitoring of web-service SLAs” [14] used an
Eclipse plug in and Apache AXIS handlers to monitor, in real time the SLA’s in their case study.
This thesis will vary, and Nagios will be used to monitor the different performance metrics in the
SLA’s.
The Raimondi et al. study goes on to describe the requirements necessary order to
effectively monitor, and insure completion, of the duties enumerated in the SLA. Latency
requirements, reliability requirements, and throughput requirements are all major components
that should be considered when forming any service-oriented SLA. All three of these
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requirements will be necessary in this thesis in order to determine if changes are essential to an
SLA when moving to a VM hosted service.
Raimondi et al. defines the above terms in the following manner. Latency requirements
are defined as “the response of the service must follow the request within t seconds” [14]. A
metric clearly stating on acceptable response latency will insure customer satisfaction and
implement guidelines for provider accountability. Latency is an important monitoring
requirement as it is a measureable unit of time that can be mutually monitored by both the user,
and the provider, of the service. Reliability requirements are defined as “Another set of
requirements for services includes constraints on the number of acceptable errors. Errors are
defined as violations of the latency requirements or as other kinds of timeouts.”[14]. A reliability
metric allows concrete numbers to be used when trying to claim a breach of the contract. It is
quantifiable, and mutually monitorable, thus making it an effective metric for use in monitoring
an SLA. The third requirement of an SLA, in order to be useful according to the authors of the
article, is throughput requirements. The authors of the paper define it as: “restrictions on the
number of requests that a client is allowed to submit in a given time window.”[14]. This portion
of the SLA is used by the provider to insure the customer a specified level of quality of service
that is mutually monitorable, and quantifiable. These three requirements will be crucial sections
of to the SLA’s that will be developed for this thesis. Revision of the afore mentioned metrics
and requirements may occur in order to create an effective SLA for a service that is provided by
a VM.
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3. Virtualization

As stated previously, various options exist to virtualize OS, or individual application
software. Full virtualization implementation was selected from the various possibilities, to
evaluate the SLA devised for this thesis. As with any virtualization technique there are assets as
well as detriments and full virtualization strikes a balance; leading it to be a recognizable
technique when server consolidation is discussed.

3.1 Full Virtualization

Full virtualization exists when is a complete operating system is installed on the physical
server, and a program is installed and run on that operating system which contains the virtualized
system. For example, the base server is a Windows 2003 server, and once windows fully boots
up a program such as VMware is run. VMware is now the program on which the guest operating
system will run. Once VMware is started, the virtualized system is booted up and once booted
acts as its own separate system even though it is sharing all of the physical hardware with the
host operating system. As with any piece of software, full virtualization has its advantages, as
well as its disadvantages. Its main asset is also one of its primary shortcomings, which is that the
VM is seen to the host OS as a program. Any calls that need to be made to any of the hardware
are completed through the host operating system. This is a limitation for full virtualization
because there is greater performance over-head due to passing of information from the VM,
through the hypervisor, then through the host, to the hardware. This represents a simultaneous
benefit as the VM is nothing more than a program, not an entire OS, that is running on a server;
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therefore the VM is able to be moved from one server to another without being shut down. This
allows for physical server updates to occur without the need to bring down the hosted service,
which provides for greater uptime and flexibility.

3.2 Parts of full Virtualization

The key components to a full virtualization implementation are the virtual machine, the
virtual machine manager, the host operating system and the hardware that runs the
aforementioned elements. This section will provide a brief overview of each of these
components.

3.2.1 VM

The virtual machine is a software implementation of an operating system. It is installed
and run through a virtual machine manager (VMM) or hypervisor. Depending on the type of
virtualization that is running, the VM may or may not know that it is a virtual system. In a full
virtualization implementation the VM is not aware that it is a virtual system, and operates
independently of its host OS. Any system calls that the VM needs to complete for any system
resources are delivered to the VMM, passed to the host computers OS, and finally received at the
hardware, the results are sent back in reverse. The VM perceives the interaction as a direct
connection to the system hardware.

3.2.2 Hypervisor
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The ability of the VM to operate seamlessly with the host OS is due to the virtual
machine manager, or hypervisor. In the case of this thesis, VMware will be used for full
virtualization. VMware uses binary translation and direct system calls to accomplish full
virtualization. The VMM “translates kernel code to replace nonvirtualizable instructions with
new sequences of instructions that have the intended effect on the virtual hardware” [8]. The
VMM is the essential for virtualization and is present in various implementations of
virtualization. In addition to passing on all of the information that the VM needs to the host OS,
the VMM “is the software responsible for hosting and managing all virtual machines” [8]

3.2.3 Host Operating System & Hardware

The host operating system is not uniquely different when hosting a virtualized system
versus a standalone server. The host operating system of a virtualized server(s) does not
recognize that there are any changes to its system. The only change that may occur in the
hardware of the host system would be an increase in system resources in order to better server
multiple machines running on a single set of hardware. Otherwise the hardware is unchanged,
no specialized hardware is needed.

4. Service Level Agreements

Service level agreements are contracts established between the provider of a service,
which can be the IT department of a company or an internet service provider, and the end user of
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the provided service. Assisting the IT department in managing their resources, and protecting
the users of the service are two primary reasons SLAs are established. The SLA should be
written in as plain of English as possible both the provider and the user of the service can
comprehend the terms in the agreement. A superior SLA is written sans loopholes for either the
providers, or the user, to use to undermine the effectiveness of the SLA.

4.1 Protect the provider

This contract enables the provider of the services to be more efficient in the ways their
servers run particular services. The agreed upon SLA provides guidelines and metrics that need
to be adhered to in order for the contract to remain valid. Creating and abiding by these rules
improves the providers awareness of their machines performance, as well as any problems with
their implementations. In order to know when the servers are or are not meeting the agreement,
monitoring needs to be established to track the status of the resources. This monitoring can be
manual, where a systems administrator assesses the metrics by hand, or it could be performed
automatically by software which has been configured to evaluate the individual metrics defined
by the SLA. Proper monitoring allows the system administrators the time to find, and correct, the
resources not meeting the standards contained in the SLA before a potential server crash, or
system loss. Monitoring is part of an SLA to maintain appropriate system function, however, an
additional benefit occurs when due to proper monitoring, a provider can refute a breach of
contract claim by a user.

4.2 Protect the user
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User of the services benefit when a contract is established to govern daily technology
function. By agreeing to a set level of service the users are able to determine whether they are
receiving the level of service for which payment is rendered. When an error occurs they are able
to reference the SLA and determine what the course of action should be and who is responsible.
In order to properly protect users of the SLA, the monitoring system that is established should be
easily accessible to the user.

4.3 Components

SLAs can differ in components. A typical service level agreement contains: services
delivered, performance management, problem management, customer Duties, warranties &
remedies, security, disaster recovery, and termination. [9] For this thesis, performance
management will be examined exclusively. Performance management can be divided into two
sub categories, performance metrics and monitoring. The following sections will go into brief
detail about metrics and monitoring.

4.3.1 Performance and Availability Metrics

These metrics are created in order to determine whether if a service is performing up to
standards. According to Network World, “Loosely all metrics can be grouped under the
headings of either availability or performance.” [10] For the sake of this thesis, this portion of the
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SLA will be the main concentration of the testing. The metrics devised will be of a general
nature to be applicable to all types of servers, regardless of the services that are hosted on them.

4.3.2 Performance Monitoring

Without proper monitoring, the metrics defined in the SLA have no real value. The
second piece of developing an SLA is effective monitoring. A provider should create the metrics
that meet both parties needs, then determine a way to substantiate that the metrics are being
accomplished. The monitoring must be able to be accessed by both parties, the provider and the
user, and modified by neither party. If either party is able to modify the data, the findings
reported become irrelevant. The trust established in the formation of the SLA contract would be
irradiated by the tampered data, and the SLA voided.

5. Physical Server SLA Development
The development of SLA metrics to assess in the virtual environment required an SLA
for the physical server to be created first. This was accomplished by connecting the two test
machines, each running a packet generator which sent traffic to both the web service as well as
the FTP service. In addition to the packet generator, Microsoft Windows Media Server Load
Simulator was used to evaluate the Windows Media Server (WMS). In order to monitor server
performance, an additional computer with Nagios monitoring software installed, was connected
to the server. The software would report an OK state, a warning state, or a critical state based
upon the values in the SLA. The traffic generators were initially set to simulate the following
number of users: 100 users for FTP, 100 users for web traffic, and 100 users for WMS, to create
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a baseline for the SLA. After the traffic generators ran using the initial parameters, none of the
services would respond from within Windows, or Nagios. The CPU was reporting to have 100%
utilization from within Windows and >99% from within Nagios. The number of users was
lowered by 10 for one service at a time until the server became viable. The final average number
of users for each service was then established at 10 for FTP, 40 for web traffic, and 40 for WMS.
These numbers would become the guaranteed numbers for the physical server SLA, allowing for
a 50% increase over the guaranteed number before the server would exceed capacity and stop
responding. Nagios would report each service in an OK state until a 25% increase would trigger
a warning, and an increase of 50% would trigger a critical state.
Additional metrics were monitored during the aforementioned testing, in pursuit of a
thorough examination of SLA components. The metrics observed by the monitoring software
included: CPU utilization, drive space and individual folder size, memory usage (physical,
virtual and paged), network utilization (input and output), packets per second (input and output)
and the response time in seconds of the web service and FTP service, and finally, if the WMS
service was still in a running state on the server. In order to generate an average for these
metrics, the traffic generators were run as before, setting the number of users to that which was
established above. The data collected would be the guaranteed numbers entered into the SLA,
thus becoming the OK level for Nagios. Similarly to the user test, a report 25% above the OK
level would deliver a warning to the Nagios system, and 50% above the OK level would report a
critical level.
5.1 Physical Server SLA
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The baseline data outcomes, derived from testing in the physical server SLA
development section above, resulted in the metrics that are detailed below. The physical server
SLA will be used as the basis for the virtual server SLA, thus making the development of a
cohesive, and comprehensive, set of metrics imperative to this study.
The machine at IP address 10.100.100.1 will be able to perform up to the following metrics, which will be
monitored by the Nagios server at address 10.100.100.4. All parties involved in this service level
agreement will have access to the Nagios service summary page in order to track individual components
of the server. In addition to manually checking the services within Nagios, if any of the services detailed
below reach a critical level, both customer and the provider will be automatically emailed by the Nagios
server, and corrective action taken.
For use in this service level agreement, the term service will be defined as the individual instance of the
monitoring software that shows the state of the object being monitored. The service can be in only one of
three states at any one point in time; OK, Warning, or Critical.

1. Drive space
The server will posses multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
HTTP: The folder containing the data for this service will be capped at 3
Gigabytes, and a warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the data
level reaches 2 Gigabytes. The service will convey a critical state when the data level
reaches 2.5 Gigabytes.
1.2
FTP and File storage: Data in the folder for these services will be capped at 10
Gigabytes. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the data level
reaches 8 Gigabytes. The service will relay a critical state when the data level reaches 9.5
Gigabytes.
1.3
Windows Media Server: The folder storing the data for this service will be
capped at 5 Gigabytes. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
data level reaches 3.5 Gigabytes. The service will be marked as critical when the folder
containing the data exceeds 4.5 Gigabytes.
1.5
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A
warning will be activated when 75% of the drive has been utilized. The service will enter
a critical state when the drive reaches 90% capacity.
2. CPU
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The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. Nagios will activate a warning when the CPU
exceeds 75% utilization. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU exceeds 90% utilization.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the Virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
4. Network Utilization
4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.
5. Services Provided:
The server will be providing the customer four different functions: FTP server, File server, Web server,
and a Windows Media Server. Each of these services tasks their own metrics detailed below.
5.1

FTP and File server:
5.1.1 Response time: The maximum guaranteed response time is .5 seconds. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the response time exceeds .5
seconds. The service will enter a critical state when the response time exceeds 1 second.
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5.1.2 Connected users: The maximum guaranteed number of connected users is 10. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently
connected users exceeds 10. The service will enter a critical state when more than 15
users are connected.
5.2

Web server
5.2.1 Response time: The maximum guaranteed response time is .5 seconds. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the response time exceeds .5
seconds. The service will enter a critical state when the response time exceeds 1 second.
5.2.2 Connected users: The maximum number of connected users is 40. A warning
will be activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected
users exceeds 50. The service will enter a critical state when more than 60 users are
connected.

5.3

Windows media server
5.3.1 Service running: The service will be accessible 99% of the time that the server is
operating. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the service
cannot be contacted for .5% of the time the server is running. The monitoring system
will enter a critical state when the service cannot be contacted, or the time that the service
has been down, exceeds 1% of the uptime of the server.

5.3.2 Connected users: The maximum number of connected users is 40. A warning will
be activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected users
exceeds 50. The service will enter a critical state when more than 60 users are connected.

5.2 Virtual Server SLA Development
Testing the feasibility of the metrics retaining from the physical server to the virtual
servers was the goal of this thesis; thus, the metrics from the physical server SLA needed to be
used in the creation of a SLA to impose on VMs. The physical server SLA contains information
about three different services, (FTP, web and WMS) which needed to be separated into their
components in the virtual SLA. Each of the services that were provided by the physical server
would now be hosted by its own virtual server. The VM SLA would need to address four servers,
each performing independent functions, yet still use identical metrics found in the physical server
SLA. The VM SLA was broken down into four main sections, each section labeled by the server
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IP address and function. The common metrics, from the physical server SLA were inserted to
the corresponding sections of the VM SLA; drive space, CPU utilization, memory usage, and
network utilization. The metrics specific to one particular service, on the physical server were
copied only to the section whose server it belonged to in the virtual environment.
5.3 Virtual Machine Service Level Agreement
The machines at IP addresses 10.100.100.2(VM Host), 10.100.100.10(Windows Media Server),
10.100.100.11(HTTP Server) and 10.100.100.12(FTP and File Server) will be able to perform up to the
following metrics, which will be monitored by the Nagios server at address 10.100.100.4. All parties
involved in this service level agreement will have access to the Nagios service summary page in order to
track individual components of the server. In addition to manually checking the services within Nagios, if
any of the services detailed below reach a critical level, both customer and provider will be automatically
emailed by the Nagios server, and corrective action taken.
For use in this service level agreement, the term service will be defined as the individual instance of the
monitoring software that shows the state of the object being monitored. The service can be in only one of
three states at any one point in time; OK, Warning, or Critical.
10.100.100.2(VM Host)
1. Drive space
The server will posses multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been utilized. The service will enter a critical state when
the drive reaches 90% capacity.
2. CPU
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when
the CPU exceeds 75% utilization. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU exceeds 90%
utilization.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
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3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches a 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches a 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches a 90% usage.

4.

Network Utilization
4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.

10.100.100.10(Windows Media Server)
1. Drive space
The server will posses multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been used. The service will enter a critical state when the
drive reaches 90% capacity.
1.2
Windows Media Server: Data in the folder for this service will be capped at 5 Gigabytes.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the data level reaches 3.5
Gigabytes. The service will be marked as critical when the folder exceeds 4.5 Gigabytes.
2. CPU
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The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when
the CPU usage exceeds 75%. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU usage exceeds
90%.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
4. Network Utilization
4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.

5. Service Provided:
The server at 10.100.100.10 is a Windows Media Server, whose metrics are detailed below.
5.1
Service running: The service will be accessible 99% of the time that the server is
operating. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the service cannot be
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contacted for .5% of the time the server is running. The monitoring system will enter a critical
state when the service cannot be contacted, or the time that the service has been down, exceeds
1% of the uptime of the server.

5.2
Connected users: The maximum number of connected users is 40. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected users exceeds 40.
The service will enter a critical state when more than 60 users are connected.
10.100.100.11(Web Server)
1. Drive space
The server will display multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
HTTP: The folder containing the data for this service will be capped at 3 Gigabytes. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the data level reaches 2 Gigabytes,
and the service will be marked as critical when the data level reaches 2.5 Gigabytes.
1.1
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been used. The service will enter a critical state when the
drive reaches 90% capacity.
2. CPU
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when
the CPU usage exceeds 75%. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU exceeds 90%
utilization.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
4. Network Utilization
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4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.

5. Service Provided:
The server at 10.100.100.10 is a Webserver, whose metrics are detailed below.
5.1
Response time: The maximum guaranteed response time is .5 seconds. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the response time exceeds .5 seconds. The service
will enter a critical state when the response time exceeds 1 second.
5.2
Connected users: The maximum number of connected users is 40. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected users exceeds 40.
The service will enter a critical state when more than 60 users are connected.

10.100.100.12 (FTP and File server)
1. Drive space
The server will present multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
FTP and File storage: The folder containing the data for these two services will be
capped at 10 Gigabytes. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the data
level reaches 8 Gigabytes. The service will reach a critical state when the data level reaches 9.5
Gigabytes.
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1.2
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been used. The service will enter a critical state when the
drive reaches 90% capacity.
2. CPU
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when
the CPU usage exceeds 75%. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU exceeds 90%
utilization.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
4. Network Utilization

4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.
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5. Service Provided:
The server at 10.100.100.12 is a FTP and File server, whose metrics are detailed below.
5.1
Response time: The maximum guaranteed response time is .5 seconds. A warning will
be activated on the monitoring software when the response time exceeds .5 seconds. The service
will enter a critical state when the response time exceeds 1 second.
5.2
Connected users: The maximum guaranteed number of connected users is 10. A warning
will be activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected users
exceeds 10. The service will enter a critical state when more than 15 users are connected.

6. Discussion of SLA’s in a Virtualized Environment versus a Physical Environment.
While there are differences in the way that a virtual server and a physical server operate,
when migrating a SLA from a physical server to a virtual server there are similarities which can
make the conversion easier on both the client and the provider. A server whether physical or
virtual, is assigned a role to provide a specific service. The quality of the service provided
should remain constant regardless of the medium in which the server resides. Due to similarities
in server expectations, the metrics written for a physical server SLA can be transferred to the
new virtualized SLA. Monitoring can be performed, as before, allowing the customer and the
provider confidence that they are obtaining the expected results from the server.
The creation of a SLA for a physical server involves metrics for tangible hardware
exclusively. The usage of the CPU and amount of free disk space are both examples of metrics,
directly correlated to concrete hardware that would likely be measured in a SLA for a physical
server. Quantifying such metrics requires a query to the hardware, which returns data that either
meets the guaranteed metric or it does not. This is the primary difference between the physical
environment and a virtualized environment. The hardware used by the virtual server is still
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tangible, however it is the way that the virtual environment integrates the hardware which
differs. Metrics measured in the physical environment can succeed in the virtual environment
with modifications to the values implemented.
The differences setting the virtual environment apart from the physical environment are
subtle, yet critical when creating the metrics for a SLA. The VM has little direct contact with the
host machine’s hardware; it requires the use of an intermediary in the form of the virtual machine
monitor (VMM). The VMM provides contact with the physical hardware that the guest’s
operating system uses. A query to the host’s operating system may report utilization that is
greater, or less, than the system is truly utilizing through the VMM. A majority of functions are
performed through the VMM, and thus needs to be considered when creating a SLA for a
virtualized machine. The new virtualized server may configured with identical specifications as
the physical server that it is replacing, but the host machine on which the virtual server runs
needs to be more powerful in order to accommodate the needs of the virtualized environment.
Virtualizing the CPU calls and memory overhead are two such examples where additional power
will be required. Two types of memory overhead, according to VMware, are “The additional
time to access memory within a virtual machine.” and “The extra space needed by the ESX
Server host for its own code and data structures, beyond the memory allocated to each virtual
machine.”[15] Memory overhead prompts monitoring the memory of the host machine. The
memory usage within the VM may be acceptable according to the SLA; however the memory
usage plus any overhead may cause the VM to fall out of compliance with the SLA if left
unconsidered. While particular processes of the VM are able to run directly on the CPU without
the VMM; a large amount of processes necessitate the VMM causing an increase in CPU usage.
If CPU usage were not considered when creating the SLA for the virtualized environment,
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similar to neglecting memory overhead, the SLA may breach compliance. In order to track
increased CPU usage, it may be necessary to monitor the CPU usage of the VM from within the
guest operating system and the VMM; gaining a clearer picture as to the exact CPU usage.
Virtualizing the server changes the fundamental operation of the machines, however, a
resolution can be achieved by adapting the physical server SLA. Additional metrics would need
to be added to the virtual server SLA for continued effectiveness upon transferring from a
physical schema. For example, in a non-virtualized environment, concepts such as memory
overhead and virtualizing CPU calls are irrelevant due to the absence of the VMM. In a virtual
server the VMM presents as a central element with supplementary metric requirements. Metrics
for these components are lacking when migrating a physical server SLA to a virtual machine.
Monitoring of specialized processes, in their respective locations, becomes essential when
converting metrics designed for use with a physical server SLA into one customized for use in a
virtualized environment. The CPU usage of the physical server is a metric from the physical
server that needs to change when migrating to the virtual environment; this change has been
determined by the testing that was performed. In the virtual machine SLA, the document must
state the maximum guaranteed CPU utilization as before, but it must be documented to gather the
metric from inside of the guest’s operating system as well as from the host, or the VMM,
depending on the particular implementation of virtualization. The physical memory from the
physical server SLA also needs to be modified in order to be effective in the virtual environment.
Memory overhead is the main culprit of the failure of the metric measuring physical memory.
Measuring physical memory from within the virtual machine would yield similar results to
before the server had been virtualized. In actuality, the server is using more memory in the
virtual realm, as compared to the physical state, because of memory that is being occupied by the
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VMM. The physical memory requires monitoring Similar to the metrics for the CPU usage,
which needs to detail separate documentation for utilization inside the guest operating system,
and either the VMM, or the host operating system. Specific changes to the metrics that address
memory usage would accommodate the increased memory load, as well as the change in
memory usage. The aforementioned changes to the SLA will optimize how a SLA functions in
the virtual environment, benefiting consolidation and virtualizing servers by providing more
accurate representation of information.
6.1 Revised VM SLA Discussion
After examining at how a VM communicates with the underlying hardware it is clear that
some alterations are required for the initial virtual machine SLA in order for relevance to be
achieved. Two new metrics were added to the SLA, as mentioned in the discussion above. The
additional metrics will be measuring the memory and CPU utilization of the VMM. These novel
metrics will be placed in the SLA section designated for the VM host as they can only be
monitored from outside of the VM itself. Memory and CPU Utilization metrics will allow the
monitoring software to more accurately provide relevant data in regards to server performance,
indicating if one of the VM’s are monopolizing the CPU, or the memory.
6.2 Revised Virtual Machine Service Level Agreement
The machines at IP addresses 10.100.100.2(VM Host), 10.100.100.10(Windows Media Server),
10.100.100.11(HTTP Server) and 10.100.100.12(FTP and File Server) will be able to perform up to the
following metrics, which will be monitored by the Nagios server at address 10.100.100.4. All parties
involved in this service level agreement will have access to the Nagios service summary page in order to
track individual components of the server. In addition to manually checking the services within Nagios, if
any of the services detailed below reach a critical level, both customer and provider will be automatically
emailed by the Nagios server, and corrective action taken.
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For use in this service level agreement, the term service will be defined as the individual instance of the
monitoring software that shows the state of the object that is being monitored. The service can be in only
one of three states at any one point in time; OK, Warning, or Critical.
10.100.100.2(VM Host)
1. Drive space
The server will display multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been utilized. The service will enter a critical state when
the drive reaches 90% capacity.
2. CPU
2.1
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a
warning when the CPU exceeds 75% utilization. The service will enter a critical state when the
CPU exceeds 90% utilization
2.2
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage for the FTP and File Server VM process is 25% of
the total CPU usage. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when the usage exceeds
25%. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU usage exceeds 33%.
2.3
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage for the Windows Media Server VM process is 25%
of the total CPU usage. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when the usage exceeds
25%. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU usage exceeds 33%.
2.4
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage for the HTTP Server VM process is 25% of the
total CPU usage. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when the usage exceeds 25%.
The service will enter a critical state when the CPU usage exceeds 33%.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
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3.4
FTP and File Server VM Process: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical
memory is 201MB. Usage between 201MB and 301MB will activate a warning in the monitoring
system. The service will enter a critical state when usage exceeds 301MB.
3.5
Windows Media Server VM Process: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical
memory is 201MB. Usage between 201MB and 301MB will activate a warning in the monitoring
system. The service will enter a critical state when usage exceeds 301MB.
3.6
HTTP Media Server VM Process: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical
memory is 201MB. Usage between 201MB and 301MB will activate a warning in the monitoring
system. The service will enter a critical state when usage exceeds 301MB.

4. Network Utilization
4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.

10.100.100.10(Windows Media Server)
1. Drive space
The server will display multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been utilized. The service will enter a critical state when
the drive reaches 90% capacity.
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1.2
Windows Media Server: The folder containing the data for this service will be capped at
5 Gigabytes. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the data level reaches
3.5 Gigabytes. The service will be marked as critical when the folder containing the data exceeds
4.5 Gigabytes.
2. CPU
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when
the CPU exceeds 75% utilization. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU exceeds 90%
utilization.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
4. Network Utilization
4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.
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5. Service Provided:
The server at 10.100.100.10 is a Windows Media Server, whose metrics are detailed below.
5.1
Service running: The service will be accessible 99% of the time that the server is
operating. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the service cannot be
contacted for .5% of the time the server is running. The service will enter a critical state when the
service cannot be contacted, or the time that the service has been down, exceeds 1% of the uptime
of the server.

5.2
Connected users: The maximum number of connected users is 20. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected users exceeds 20.
The service will enter a critical state when more than 30 users are connected.
10.100.100.11(Web Server)
1. Drive space
The server will present multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder will
be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
1.1
HTTP: Data in the folder for this service will be capped at 3 Gigabytes, a warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the data level reaches 2 Gigabytes. The service will be
marked as critical when the data level reaches 2.5 Gigabytes.
1.1
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been utilized. The service will enter a critical state when
the drive reaches 90% capacity.
2. CPU
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when the
CPU exceeds 75% utilization. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU exceeds 90%
utilization
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
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3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
4. Network Utilization
4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.

5. Service Provided:
The server at 10.100.100.11 is a webserver, whose metrics are detailed below.
5.1
Response time: The maximum guaranteed response time is .5 seconds. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the response time exceeds .5 seconds. The service
will enter a critical state when the response time exceeds 1 second.
5.2
Connected users: The maximum number of connected users is 20. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected users exceeds 20.
The service will enter a critical state when more than 30 users are connected.

10.100.100.12 FTP and File server
1. Drive space
The server will present multiple folders containing the data for the associated services. Each folder
will be monitored separately, and each will have their own warning and critical states.
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1.1
FTP and File storage: The folder containing the data for these two services will be
capped at 10 Gigabytes. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the data
level reaches 8 Gigabytes. The service will be marked as critical when the data level reaches 9.5
Gigabytes.
1.2
Total Drive Space: The maximum guaranteed total drive usage is 75%. A warning will
be activated when 75% of the drive has been utilized. The service will enter a critical state when
the drive reaches 90% capacity.
2. CPU
The maximum guaranteed CPU usage is 75%. The CPU usage service will activate a warning when
the CPU exceeds 75% utilization. The service will enter a critical state when the CPU exceeds 90%
utilization.
3. Memory Usage
3.1
Page File: The guaranteed maximum usage of the page file is 60%. A warning will be
activated on the monitoring software when the page file reaches 60% usage. The service will
enter a critical state when the page file reaches 90% usage.
3.2
Virtual Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the virtual memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the virtual memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the virtual memory reaches 90% usage.
3.3
Physical Memory: The guaranteed maximum usage of the physical memory is 60%. A
warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the physical memory reaches 60%
usage. The service will enter a critical state when the physical memory reaches 90% usage.
4. Network Utilization

4.1
Number of packets received per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
received per second is 6000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the
number of packets per second exceeds 6000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 9000.
4.2
Number of packets transmitted per second: The maximum guaranteed number of packets
transmitted per second is 9,000. A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when
the number of packets per second exceeds 9,000. The service will enter a critical state when the
number of packets per second exceeds 13,500.
4.3
Network Utilization input: The maximum guaranteed network utilization input is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization input level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network utilization input level
exceeds 90%.
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4.4
Network Utilization output: The maximum guaranteed network utilization output is 50%.
A warning will be activated on the monitoring software when the network utilization output level
exceeds 50%. The service will enter a critical state when the network output level exceeds 90%.
5. Service Provided:
The server at 10.100.100.12 is a FTP and File server, whose metrics are detailed below.
5.1
Response time: The maximum guaranteed response time is .5 seconds. A warning will
be activated on the monitoring software when the response time exceeds .5 seconds. The service
will enter a critical state when the response time exceeds 1 second.
5.2
Connected users: The maximum guaranteed number of connected users is 5. A warning
will be activated on the monitoring software when the number of currently connected users
exceeds 5. The service will enter a critical state when more than 7.5 users are connected.

7. Assessment Of The Physical Server SLA In A Virtual Environment (Tests 1 and 2)
Evaluating the compatibility of the physical server SLA with the virtual machines
required testing to ascertain how well the VM’s respond to the SLA that was developed for them.
The first test gathered data on the machines while they were at idle. The purpose was to find out
the lowest possible results if all of the VM’s were on, but no one was actively trying to utilize
them. The rationale for this procedure was that, if the VM’s did not perform well with the
absence of a load, then under a heavy load they would not be able to perform, as guaranteed in
the SLA. The next test would trial the SLA employing the guaranteed number of connected
users as outlined in the VM SLA, created from the physical server SLA. This analysis would
reveal how the virtual servers perform under the same load as the physical server was capable of
handling. If while this test was running under the virtual environment, the same results were
gathered as from the examination of the physical server, then no changes would need to be made
to the VM SLA. A detailed diagram depicting the aforementioned environment is presented
below.
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Diagram of second test

7.1 Assessment Of The Physical Server SLA In A Virtual Environment (Test 3)
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The third test that was conducted applied half the number of guaranteed connected users as were
in the original VM SLA. In addition to halving the users, the metrics that were found relevant in
the discussion were added to the revised virtual server SLA and were monitored during this test.
This investigation would establish if the server improved its performance, and response time, by
more than 50% if half of the guaranteed number of users are allowed to connect; thus, showing
that a change in the SLA would be needed in order to make the SLA applicable to the VM. A
detailed diagram depicting the aforementioned environment is presented below, showing the
changes that were made to the number of connected users.
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Diagram of third test
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8. Results
Data was collected from inside the Host server, from VMware, and from Nagios which
was monitoring all of the servers. This section will detail three of the main metrics (CPU usage,
network traffic, memory usage) that were gathered from the testing. The complete chart
depicting the data that was collected in each of the three evaluations, along with the data that was
recorded from the physical server analysis, can be found in Appendix A.
8.1 CPU
Data was collected while the host server was not experiencing any load except running all
three virtual machines at idle. The CPU usage of the host machine, gathered via Nagios, was at
45%, the FTP VM was at 7%, the Web VM was 8%, and the WMS VM was 9%. The CPU load
of the VM machines according to VMware was: 1% for the FTP server, 1% for the Web server,
and 1% for the WM server. The CPU usage according to windows task manager was 2% for the
FTP VM process, 3% for the Web VM process, 2% for the WMS VM process, and a total CPU
usage for the VM host was 10%.
Following the first test, with the guaranteed number of users outlined in the physical
server SLA, the following information was amassed. The CPU usage of the Host machine,
according to Nagios, was in a critical state with usage of greater than 99%. The CPU usage of
the FTP and File server VM was also in a critical state with usage of greater than 97%. In
contrast to the FTP server, both the Windows Media server (WMS) and the Web server were at
43%, and 49%, utilization respectively. Nagios conveyed CPU usage of the processes from the
task manager of the VM’s within Windows. The results are: 58% total CPU usage for the FTP
VM process, 25% total CPU usage for the Web VM process, 5% total CPU usage for the WMS
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VM process, and 100% total CPU usage for the VM host machine. Additionally the CPU usage
within VMware itself, according to VMware, reported the FTP server was using 42% of the total
CPU, the Web server was using 29% of the total CPU, and the WMS was using 13.5% of the
total CPU.
The second test occurred by halving the number of users simulated in the traffic
generators, but keeping the rest of the metrics identical to the previous investigation. The CPU
usage of the VM host machine, according to Nagios, was 61% utilization. This was a decrease
of 39% utilization, and brought the state of the service on Nagios from critical to OK. The CPU
usage of the FTP was 24%, a decrease of 73% utilization, bringing the service from a critical
state to OK state in Nagios. The CPU usage of WMS was 28%, demonstrating a 19% utilization
decrease. The Web server CPU usage was 37%, presenting a decrease of 12% utilization. Both
WMS and web CPU services in Nagios remained in the OK state. The CPU usage via Windows
task manager indicated CPU usages of the VM processes as follows: 32% for FTP VM Process,
8% for the Web server VM Process, and 10% for the WMS VM process. The results equate to a
26% utilization decrease for the FTP VM Process, a 17% utilization decrease for the web VM
process, and a 5% utilization increase for the WMS VM process. The total CPU usage of the
host machine from within the task manager was 65%, a 35% utilization improvement. The CPU
usage from within VMware for the FTP server was 24% (down 18% utilization), for the Web
server it was 10% (down 19% utilization) and for the WMS it was 5% (down 8.5% utilization).
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The three charts below detail the change in CPU usage from the initial virtual machine
SLA to the revised SLA, when measuring CPU usage from inside the VM, within VMware, and
from the host machine’s task manager, which shows the CPU usage of the VM server process.
The first chart shows a significant drop in CPU usage of the VM-FTP server when the number of
users was reduced by half, however the VM-HTTP and VM-WMS do not show this drastic
variation of CPU usage when the users were halved. It could be hypothesized that the VM-FTP
was utilizing almost the entire host machine’s CPU resources, but without further data to support
the findings this can not specifically be determined.
CPU Chart 1
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These subsequent CPU charts show the CPU utilization from outside of the VM illustrating the
complete picture of CPU function. During the first test with the initial virtual server SLA, the
VM-FTP was averaging 50% of the total CPU utilization, leaving the other half of the CPU to be
split between the two other VMs and the host machine. Thus, the VM-FTP was dominating the
CPU and the other entities were not performing to their full potential. This can be seen in CPU
Chart 3 where the process CPU usage of the VM-WMS increases after a reduction in the number
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of users. Since the VM-FTP server was no longer controlling the CPU, the other two servers
were able to prosper.
CPU Chart 2
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8.2 Network Traffic
Measurements of the network traffic at idle were broken down into four categories;
network utilization inbound, network utilization outbound, packets received per second, and
packets transmitted per second, to improve the reporting accuracy from Nagios. The network
utilization inbound and outbound was 0% for the FTP VM, WMS VM, the Web VM and the VM
host. The packets received per second, averaged over a 5 minute period, was .42 for the VM
host, .27 for the FTP VM, .15 for the Web VM, and .16 for the WMS VM. The packets
transmitted per second, averaged over a 5 minute period was .375 for the VM host, .24 for the
FTP VM, .13 for the Web VM, and .13 for the WMS VM. The data collected during idle
assessment represented an OK state in the Nagios software.
Once the data for idle was captured, the first test gathered the data utilizing the metrics
from the VM SLA. The network utilization inbound for the VM host was 0%, for the FTP VM it
was .05%, it was .11% for the web VM, and the WMS VM was .006%. The network utilization
outbound for the VM host was 0%, for the FTP VM it was .96%, the web VM was reporting
.17%, and the WMS VM had an outbound network utilization of 1.24%. The number of packets
received per second, averaged over 5 minutes, was 6.48 for the VM host, 1039.66 for the FTP
VM, 1335.54 for the web VM, and 48.98 for the WMS VM. The number of packets transmitted
per second, averaged over 5 minutes, was 4.18 for the VM Host, 1387.4 for the FTP VM, 925.11
for the web VM, 1783.96 for the WMS VM. As in the idle data collection, all of the Nagios
services were in the OK state during this evaluation.
Using half the number of users stated in the initial SLA, the following data for the
network traffic could be procured. The network utilization inbound to the VM host was 0%, for
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the FTP VM it was .02% (a decrease of .03%), it was .04% for the web VM (a decrease of
.07%), and for the WMS VM the inbound network utilization was .007% (an increase of .001%).
The network utilization outbound for the VM host was 0%, for the FTP VM it was .51% (a
decrease of .45%), for the web VM it was .06% (a decrease .11%) and for the WMS VM it was
1.06% (a decrease of .18%). The number of packets received per second for the VM host was
.62/sec (a decrease of 5.86/sec), and 628.2/sec for the FTP VM (a decrease of 628.86/sec). The
number of packets received was 458.18/sec for the web VM, a decrease of 877.36/sec. The
number of packets received per second for the WMS VM was 42.83, a decrease of 6.15. The
number of packets transmitted per second was .57 for the VM host, a decrease of 3.61. The FTP
VM saw a decrease of 551.8/sec to a transmitted rate of 835.6/sec. The web VM transmitted an
average of 355.74/sec for the web VM a decrease of 569.37/sec. The WMS VM transmitted
1245.22 packets per second, a decrease of 538.74. As with the previous two data collections, all
of the services within Nagios monitoring the network traffic presented an ok state throughout this
test.
As seen in Network Usage Charts below, during the investigation of the initial virtual
machine SLA, the number of packets per second, both received and transmitted for the VM-FTP
and VM-WMS did not decrease by 50% when the number of users were halved. This decrease
of indirect proportions can also be seen in Network Usage Charts 2 and 3. When testing the
initial virtual machine SLA with the reduced number of users, the network usage of the VMWMS scarcely decreased. This could be linked to the CPU usage of the VM-FTP server. Once
the VM-FTP server’s usage was lessened by decreasing the number of users as stated in the
revised VM SLA, the VM-WMS was able to improve its output to peak performance. Without
ascertaining why the server was unable to perform to its full abilities, it becomes difficult to
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pinpoint a problem. One solution, in this case, is the ability to monitor the CPU usage from
multiple points, as detailed in the revised virtual machine SLA. This data collection helps to
better understand, and improve, the performance of all the servers being hosted by rapidly
identifying the source of an error to be rectified by the provider.
Network Usage Chart 1
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Network Usage Chart 3
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8.3 Memory
As in the previous two sections, this section will be divided into three subsections;
physical memory at idle, at the full number of users the SLA guarantees, and at half of the
number of users that the initial SLA states. The physical memory at idle for the VM host was
1.36G, this is a 90% utilization of the memory and the Nagios service alerted a critical state. The
FTP VM was using 119MB of physical memory, which is 44% of the total memory that is
assigned to the VM. The web VM was using 95.7MB, which is 41% of the total memory
allotted. The WMS VM was using 112MB, which is 56% of the assigned physical memory.
According to Nagios the physical memory services of the three VMs were all in an OK state.
The data in this paragraph was obtained by administering the trials with the amount of
users listed in both the physical server, and VM SLAs. The physical memory during this test for
the VM host was 1.42G, which is 94% of the total memory used; this placed the service in a
critical state in the Nagios server. The physical memory utilized on the FTP VM server was
51%, or 130MB, and the web VM was using 33%, or 84.2MB of its memory. Both of these
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services were in the OK state in Nagios. The WMS VM was using 60%, or 154MB, of its
allotted memory; thus the memory service triggered a warning state in Nagios.
Implementing the assessment with half the number of users from the initial SLA provided
the results that follow. The physical memory being used by the VM host was 1.37G, which is
91% utilization, and retained a critical state in the Nagios service as in the first trial. The physical
memory of the FTP VM server remained at 130MB, or 51% utilization, from the previous test
and the Nagios monitoring service continued to document an OK state. The physical memory of
the web VM went down slightly from 84.2MB utilization to 84MB utilization, which was a
decrease of less than a percentage so the service remained at 33%, and registered an OK state in
Nagios. The WMS VM reduced its memory usage by 3% from 154MB to 147MB, which
brought the state of the Nagios service from a warning to an OK state.
When evaluating the physical memory usage chart below, there does not appear to be
much difference between the two tests. However, when the amount of memory from within the
VM (Physical Memory Usage) is compared with the amount of memory from outside the VM
(Process Memory Usage), it is evident that the host identifies a greater memory usage than the
VM. This data represents the memory overhead discussed above which also needs to be taken
into account when creating a SLA for a VM. The chart below depicts the memory usage
according to the VM, as a portion of the total memory usage. The difference between data
communicated from the VM, and what can be measured from the host, demonstrates that the
physical memory usage metric needs to be measured from multiple locations, similar to how the
CPU usage is measured from multiple locales. Quantifying metrics from internal and external
locations helps to assembles the information regarding server performance in its entirety.
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Memory Usage Chart
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9. Conclusion
With the use of virtualized servers on the rise, it has become imperative to examine the
SLAs that are currently in practice. While it is assumed that a simple migration of metrics from
a physical server SLA into a novel SLA, which covers the virtual machine, is the only necessary
step in order to support a company’s VM; this has been found to be erroneous. Virtualizing an
enterprise server is complex and demands energy and resources for the virtual server to function
properly. Companies need to extend the same amount of effort into the development of a SLA to
ensure the executions new virtual server’s functions, as they do into the tangible process of
virtualizing. While the server may provide the same role as before, the manner in which the
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server now functions has changed by virtue of it being virtualized. The difference is significant
enough to warrant a redraft of the SLA that is governing the operation of the server.
Planning out a SLA for a physical server is simple task; determine the need the server is
fulfilling, build the server with ample capacity to handle the demands, and configure the metrics
of the SLA accordingly. The metrics for a well drafted SLA should be easy to understand and
monitor by all parties involved. The same should be the case for developing an SLA regarding a
virtual server; establish the need to be addressed, build accordingly, and configure the metrics of
the SLA. The virtual server has caused frustration though, because when migrating to the virtual
server the SLA is not being designed properly. SLA’s copied over directly from their physical
server counterparts have been the downfall in most cases.
Throughout the course of this study, it has been ascertained that SLA’s do indeed need to
change in order to work effectively in tandem with the server in a virtualized environment. While
the standard metrics, from a physical server SLA, may be useful, they may not truly convey what
is occurring in the server. It was discovered that if a physical server hosting multiple services
was then migrated to multiple virtualized servers on a physical machine, changes to the SLA
were required once the switch to virtualized server had been made.
An observation noted during the testing of the original virtual server SLA revealed that
when the total number of users were active, the FTP server claimed 100% of its CPU usage.
This caused the host machine to do the same; however, the Windows Media Server(WMS) and
web server were operating at the rate indicated in the first virtual server SLA. Ultimately, when
the number of users was halved from the initial virtual server SLA, it was noted that the
performance of all three servers did not decrease by half. The WMS and web server both
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experienced a decrease in load of only 30%. With the FTP server no longer monopolizing the
CPU, all three servers were able to function in an OK state, as per Nagios. The decline in users
by 50% caused a 40% lesser total output demonstrating that the server was able to perform better
with half the number of users. The necessary step of halving the number of users from the initial
virtual SLA, which was derived from the physical server SLA, leads the reader to determine that
the primary cause of multiple system failure was the physical server that hosted the virtual
machines. While the physical server was qualified to run multiple virtual machines, it was not
capable of handling the usage created by the users in the first virtual SLA.
Noting that the virtual servers were not capable of functioning to the standards as set in
the initial virtual SLA produced novel ideas for metrics to be used in the revised virtual SLA that
governed the virtual servers. New metrics, such as VMM utilization of CPU and memory, came
about because of the testing that was performed on the original virtual server SLA. A
discrepancy was perceived, during the first virtual SLA implementation, between data reported
internally from the virtual machine and the data observed from the host machine. Monitoring the
CPU usage of the VMM is an additional metric that should be used in the revised virtual server
SLA. By monitoring the VMM CPU usage, as well as CPU usage of the virtual machine, the
provider is able to more accurately determine the CPU usage of the virtual machine. This
knowledge drives decisions regarding potentially moving the VM to a more appropriate host in
order to compensate for the increase in CPU load. VMM memory utilization is also a metric that
could be effectively added to the standard metrics used when creating a revised SLA for a virtual
machine. This metric could help the provider more effectively manage the VM host machines.
As with the VMM CPU load, if the VMM memory utilization became too elevated, the
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monitoring system would alert the provider that the VM host may not be suitable for the current
VM.
The metrics mentioned above are two of the observed metrics from the testing that would
be beneficial if implemented in a SLA designed for a virtualized environment. This study indeed
proves the point that while some of the metrics used for a physical server SLA can be transferred
to the virtual environment; a SLA that was designed for a physical server can not be directly
implemented on a virtual server. The aforementioned new metrics ought to commence further
studies pertaining to potential metrics that could be implemented in a virtual environment, in
order to properly protect all parties involved in the SLA.
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10. Appendix – Server Statistics
Physical server statistics
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Virtual Server Statistics
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FTP VM Server
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VM HTTP Server
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VM WMS Server
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